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STOP WORLD WAR THREE BEFORE IT STARTS

FOR HUMANITY, MEMORY HAS COME
TO REPLACE UNDERSTANDING
THIS IS WHY CURRENT CONFLICTS IN OUR WORLD
CANNOT BE RESOLVED

M

emory cannot, of itself, lead to Understanding.
It can only shape Points of View. These
are endlessly subject to change.
Understanding based on Memory is therefore also
endlessly subject to change. It also has to
compete with other competing “understandings”.
Points of View.
Real Understanding only comes into existence
with DIRECT SEEING IN THE PRESENT MOMENT.
As soon as it enters Memory, it also is already
subject to revision. Because it has become
detached from Seeing.
Test this on yourself and others, vegetarians and
carnivores alike, with sentences such as:“What is on your plate Now?”
“Would you like THIS if someone did it to you Now?”
“Who is thinking this?” “Who are you Now?”
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What you see and remember is filtered
through your window frame. The man at the
upstairs window will see something different.
The man at the back-bedroom window may
doubt your sanity.

THE PENDULUM OF HUMAN CONFLICT
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NOTES
The circle represents the confines of a system
in which duality operates. In our case, this is
the field of Humanity.
A & B represent any and all conflicting
opposites. The sample list is endless.
A arises wherever and whenever a human
being identifies with body, mind, group,
nationality, religion, social or economic
class, roles, job, family, education, location,
point of view, prejudices. You can, of course,
do a job without identifying with it and taking
it personally.
B correspondingly appears in the form of the
antithesis to this.
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A & B reinforce their separateness by
opposing memories, points of view, sources of
information and perceived facts which support
their difference. These become integral parts of
the identification, which results in a sense of
actual identity. I am my body. I am my mind. I
am a tennis player. I am a Jew.
This, in its turn, triggers all the reactive
responses associated with a perceived threat
to survival. Hence the bitterness and desperation
of so many conflicts, which culminate in violence
and wars.
AB passes through the centre of the circle at R.
It indicates the maximum polarity possible for
A and B within the circle. This provides the
maximum distance between the contestants A
and B.
R = Reconciliation Point.
The arrows on AB, AC and BC indicate the
direction of flow.
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The arrows on CR, one below C pointing
towards R and one above R pointing towards
C, also indicate the direction of flow.
On AR, to the right of A, and on RB, to the
right of R, the two arrow points face each
other thus > < . This indicates confrontation
points between A & B. These are continuously
appearing everywhere throughout the plane of
conflict which is in line with AB.
If A were ever to succeed in defeating and
occupying B, B would immediately reappear,
in another guise and label, at A and the
confrontation would resume. History illustrates
this very clearly.
C represents the upstream point at which
humans are reconciled by abandoning A and B.
It is both an exit and an entry point.
As an entry point, it can be said to represent
the moment when humanity chose to eat of
the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil, thereby debarring mankind from the
fruit of the Tree of Life.
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As an exit point, it represents the point of
opportunity for humans to abandon living
separatist lives based on knowledge of the Past
and speculation about the Future. Such lives
are circumscribed by the belief that there is a
“person” who is born and therefore dies. This
is what is meant by “In the day you eat thereof,
you shall die”.
With the abandonment of this belief, with all
its accompanying fear, worry and dysfunction,
there is re-entry into the Eternal Present – the
Fruit of the Tree of Life.
That is what is meant by, “I bring you Life
more abundant”. It means access to the
fruit of the Tree of Life which had been
lost with the Fall of Man.
The dotted line through C and parallel to
AB represents the plane of reality occupied
by Humans who are Beings who happen to
be human. They have abandoned the
identifications which create the AB conflicts
(Humans and Animals; Friends and Enemies)
or have never descended into that lower level
of being in the first place.
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C represents the apex of the triangle of
duality. By increasing self-development, men
move away from self-assertion and separatism
of A and B and towards the awareness
of unity and harmony. C is the exit point
from the world of AB conflicts. Conflict is
replaced by reconciliation. This is the escape
route for the individual.
R represents the linear point within the
horizontal field of conflict where the
antagonists can, by abandoning A and B,
achieve reconciliation and peace. This is
unlikely, however, because of the momentum
accumulated by the Pendulum of Conflict in
its ongoing advances and retreats.
This
momentum reinforces the differentiations of A
and B.
Unlikely but necessary and possible.
Coming to the Peace Conference Table, each of
the antagonists can leave his identification at
the door. If it’s war, this means they reach
point R and look together at what is really
happening on the ground. Not statistics. Not
different perceptions of right and wrong.
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Not justifications. Not newspaper propaganda.
Not aeroplanes or long-distance missiles in the
air. Not from the comfort zone of generals and
politicians behind desks. Not flags. Not
uniforms. What they see are bodies, blood and
bits of bodies. Dead. Or nearly dead and crying
out in suffering. Does it matter what
nationalities they are? They are…

…SUFFERING.
If both sides see that as the only reality in the
present and don’t try to shut it out with the
divisive information in their minds, the same
mental response will arise spontaneously in
the minds of both (or all) sides.

“ENOUGH. What can we do together to stop
CAUSING this suffering now?”

However, if they pick up their identities as
they leave the table, the whole obscene
business will inevitably resume.
C = R.
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A diagram appears static. In reality everything
is dynamic; every atom, every cell, every solar
system. Nothing in the universe is static.
Also, for the sake of simplicity, the diagram is
two dimensional. It shows one AB line.
Actually, there are an unlimited number of
AB lines spreading out in all directions from
R to the circumference, just as there are an
unlimited number of issues on which
humans are divided and are in unrelenting
conflict with each other.
Furthermore, the two-dimensional diagram
represents a three-dimensional sphere, the
sphere of human existence, within which an
infinite number of AB lines radiate outwards
from a single non-material point. On the
material plane, this includes the planet on
which our dramas are played out.
Each and every one of these issues on
which humans are in conflict with each other
has the same Reconciliation Point; the complete
surrender of identification with the points of
origin of their conflicts. A and B. What they
choose or are compelled to identify with.
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This identification is replaced by directly
seeing how things actually are in the present
moment.
Reconciliation is rediscovery, in the living
present, of sameness – our real (and eternal)
Identity. This replaces identification with
“differentness”, which occurs when understanding
is based on memory of the past and the points of
view it conditions. These points of view
include corresponding projections into an
imagined future.
Because of the enormous powers of
destruction which human beings have
obtained, our continuing failure to solve our
ongoing and worsening AB conflicts now
endangers the Earth itself.
Also, the apparent emptiness within the
circle/sphere itself is actually a fullness. Full of
events, incidents, rivalries, hostilities, revenge,
justifications, memories, points of view,
understandings and misunderstandings. All are
movements of the conditioned mind.
Full and expanding.
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It is a rich compost in which A and B
continually seek and find the food to support
and nourish their differences rather than reveal
their sameness and resolve their conflicts.
It is like a thistle growing next to a lettuce.
Each takes from the same soil what its roots
need to keep thistles quite different from
lettuces.
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